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Move with style and power
The Invacare® Taurus scooter has been designed to provide all the power and performance of a
larger scooter but in a more compact and transportable model. This small to medium sized scooter
will take you on longer journeys in comfort and style.

Powerful
The Invacare ® Taurus is a highly manoeuvrable, mid-sized scooter, with
plenty of power to negotiate rougher terrain. It has a category leading 450W
motor that easily copes with a maximum user weight of 127 kg. The Taurus
can climb a 10 cm kerb with no problem and will travel up to 20 miles on one
charge.

Comfort for all
With a highly adjustable seat position and angle adjustable tiller, the Taurus is
very adaptable to suit most people. It also has a fully padded seat for optimum
driving comfort.

Compact and Lightweight
This medium sized scooter has all the performance of a larger scooter but is
easily dismantled into compact components and can be transported in the
boot of a standard car. There are a range of accessories available including
front lockable basket, cane holder and scooter cover.

Safe and Simple to Operate
The Taurus features easy to use controls for either left or right handed
people; simply push the control bar forward and away you go. As soon as
you release the bar, the scooter will stop immediately. It also has an added
safety feature to slow the scooter's movement on a slope when the motors
are disengaged.

Adjustable arms
To fit all users.

Charging on board
Accessible charging points.

Charging off board
Simply remove batteries to charge.

Dismantles into just 8 parts
Easily transportable.

Taurus

Breaks down easily
Simple frame separation.

Invacare®

Controls
Easy to understand.

Options

Delta Bar
Extra comfort and adjustability.

Rear Basket
Additional carrying capacity.

Lockable Front Box
Secure locking box for valuables.

Bag
Handy seat bag that velcros
to the seat.

Walking Frame & Oxygen
bottle holder
Dual accessory holders for
rear of scooter.

Cover
Heavy duty rain cover.

Technical Data

48 cm

44 cm

46 - 56 cm*1

123 cm

57 cm

127 kg

84 kg

Note Explanations

*2 Measured according
to ISO12184

10 cm

Colour of mouldings

Blue

8º

450 W

30 km*2

max 8 km/h

Upholstery

Mixed grey vinyl

All information quoted is believed to be correct at time of print. Invacare® reserves the right to alter product specifications without prior consultation.
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*1 Manual adjustable
seat lift

